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In the present work, a dual-drug-loaded soy lecithin liposomal system was developed by coencapsulation of Letrozole (LET) with
Paclitaxel (PTX) to improve the efficacy in breast cancer therapy. Liposomes were synthesized by the thin film layer hydration. To
sufficiently evaluate the characteristics of these liposomes, the particle size, zeta potential, morphology, drug encapsulation, in vitro
drug release, and cytotoxicity were ascertained. Results showed promisingly anticancer potentials, as the following parameters
indicated: nanosize diameter (around 193 nm) and negative surface charge. Data collected from the coloaded drug liposomes
showed suitable encapsulation efficiency (50.56% for PTX and 31.13% for LET). Controlled and sustained releases were achieved
up to 72 h for both the loaded drugs following the diffusion mechanism. In addition, the in vitro cytotoxicity study on the
human breast cancer cell line (MCF-7) given the dual-drug-loaded liposome showed greater inhibition of cell growth than the
single drug. Consequently, LET and PTX coloaded liposomes made from soy lecithin are expected to be an ingenious drug-
delivery system for combination chemotherapy.

1. Introduction

Breast cancer therapy using oestrogen-targeted drugs is one
of the most successful anticancer strategies to date. Accord-
ingly, Letrozole (LET), a third-generation aromatase inhibi-
tor, is the antioestrogen drug that is commonly used in the
treatment of breast cancer [1, 2]. By successfully preventing
aromatase which produces oestrogen, LET slows down the
growth of hormone-responsive breast tumours in vivo. How-
ever, research has shown that LET has some negative effects
on patients, including diarrhoea, constipation, fever, fatigue,
and chest pains [3]. Regarding its overall effects on human
health, LET was reported to possess potential efficacy that
could be enhanced by advancing in combination with other
chemotherapeutic agents [4–7]. Therefore, researchers have
currently focused on LET combination therapies, particularly

with chemotherapy, to take advantage of therapies using
multiple drugs including coordinately distributed drugs to
specific sites, reduce toxicity, and increase efficacy of drugs,
as well as slow the rate of developing drug resistance, in order
to advance in the full potentials of chemodrug treatments [8].
In the process of theoretical searching for the chemothera-
peutic agent in the LET combination therapy, Paclitaxel
(PTX) seems to be a great candidate [9]. By preventing the
cells from dividing and replicating and causing the death of
the cells in various proposed mechanisms, PTX in combina-
tion with LET is expected to destroy any of the remaining
cancer cells, which are left uninhibited during the developing
of LET [9–11]. Chen et al. have published their study in Anti-
Cancer Drugs, reporting that exemestane, one of the aroma-
tase inhibitors (AIs), could combine with Paclitaxel for the
treatment of aromatase-positive gynecological cancer [9].
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This combination allowed reducing the Paclitaxel dosage and
therefore the toxicity of the treatment. Besides, clinical trials
for AIs, a class of drugs used in the treatment of breast cancer
in postmenopausal women and gynecomastia in men, are
underway. As a result of this, it is valuable and has a contrib-
uting meaning to the scientific community to develop a
codelivery system utilizing LET and PTX as loaded drugs
and to evaluate its efficacy in the current status of breast
cancer treatment.

In the combination therapy of agents with different solu-
bility and pharmacokinetic properties such as LET plus PTX,
it is considered that finding the ideal carrier systems/materials
is the biggest challenge. Accompanied by these difficulties,
nanoparticles with the abilities to sufficiently encapsulate
and deliver dissimilar anticancer agents have been developed.
Notably, liposome-based nanoparticles have been rising as a
part of the technologies that health organizations already
adopted for treatment purposes because of numerous benefits
[12–15]. Liposomes (Lips) are microscopic lamellar structures
that can be formed in the admixture of the soy lecithin and
cholesterol and completed by the subsequent hydration in
aqueous media [16–18]. Regarding this, liposomes have been
widely evaluated and utilized in the controlled as well as the
targeted drug delivery as novel systems in cancer treatment.
For instance, these systems enhance the delivery of drugs to
specific body organs and cells; in some cases, they can even
reduce drug toxicity and facilitate the administration of dif-
ferent kinds of diagnoses [19]. He and Ma found that these
nanoparticles reduced drug dosage in the case of medication
errors [1]. Moreover, liposomes were reported to successfully
codeliver drugs in the combination of LET in therapy as well
as PTX combination therapy with other agents [5, 20–22].
Therefore, liposomes are predicted to exert their promising
properties in improving the therapeutic efficacy of LET by
coloading and codelivery with PTX for the treatment of
breast cancer cells with faster absorption of the medication
into the body, reducing side effects, and enhanced maximal
dose tolerance.

In this regard, the aim of this study was to develop soy
lecithin liposomal systems for the coencapsulated LET and
PTX. It should be noted that the proposed liposomes were
made from soy lecithin and cholesterol, which were prepared
by hydrating a thin lipid film then reducing the particle size
distribution by sonication followed by extrusion. This study
also assessed the properties of the named nanoparticles,
including particle size, polydispersity index, zeta potential,
and morphology. In addition, in vitro tests that entailed the
drug loading and releasing efficiency were conducted. The
cytotoxic effect of single and combined drugs in human
breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7) was evaluated byWST assay.
In summary, this study is aimed at the drug delivery system’s
preparation, investigation, and understanding of the applica-
tion of LET in combination with PTX.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Letrozole (LET) was synthesized in the
previous study [23]. Paclitaxel (PTX) was purchased from
Samyang Corporation (Seoul, Korea). Soy lecithin and

Tween 80 (polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate) were
obtained from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (Tokyo,
Japan). Cholesterol was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis,
MO, USA). Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and
all solvents were of analytical grade and obtained fromMerck
(Darmstadt, Germany). A dialysis bag (Spectra/Por, regener-
ated cellulose) was purchased from Spectrum Laboratories
Inc. (Canada). The Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium:
Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F-12) and fetal bovine
serum (FBS) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam). Human breast cancer cell
lines (MCF-7) were obtained from the University of Tsukuba
(Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan) [24].

2.2. Preparation of Soy Lecithin Liposomes. Liposomes were
aseptically prepared by the thin-film hydration method.
The lipid phase components (soy lecithin, cholesterol, CTAB,
LET, and PTX) were accurately weighed and dissolved in
chloroform :methanol mixture (2 : 1, v/v), in the ratio of
9 : 1 soy lecithin : cholesterol, 1% CTAB, 5% LET, and 5%
PTX. The solution was transferred to a round-bottom flask
and connected to a BUCHI rotavapor R-114 and BUCHI
water bath B-480 with applied vacuum and temperature
maintained at 45°C until the complete evaporation of sol-
vents. The obtained dry, thin lipid film was hydrated with
0.5% Tween 80 by stirring at room temperature. The suspen-
sion was sonicated by the probe sonicator for 30min and
was further homogenized by a miniextruder (EmulsiFlex-
05 homogenizer, Avestin Inc., Ottawa, Canada) for 10
cycles. The obtained liposomal suspension was centrifuged
at 16000 rpm for 30min to separate the unencapsulated
drugs. The resulting formulation was lyophilized and stored
at 2-8°C for further analysis.

2.3. Characterizations. The size distribution and zeta poten-
tial of the liposomal formulations were characterized by
dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Zetasizer Nano SZ
(SZ-100, Horiba). The measurement was determined
through a helium-neon (He-Ne) laser beam with the detec-
tion angle and the temperatures as 90° and 25°C, respectively.
Samples were diluted with deionized water prior to measure-
ment to reach the phospholipid concentration of 1000 ppm.
The morphology of LET-PTX-Lips was examined by a trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) using JEM-1400, JEOL
(Tokyo, Japan). The sample was diluted with deionized water
(1mg/mL). One drop of the liposomal formulation was
deposited onto a carbon-copper grid (300-mesh, Ted Pella,
Inc., USA) and air-dried at room temperature.

2.4. Stability Study. Lips, LET-Lips, and LET-PTX-Lips were
preserved in a fridge at 2-8°C for one week and measured by
their size and zeta value.

2.5. Determination of Encapsulation Efficiency and In Vitro
Release Study. High Performance Liquid Chromatography
(HPLC) was applied for the identification and quantitation
of LET and PTX in the liposomal formulations using Flexar
PDA Plus LC Detector (PerkinElmer, USA). The mobile
phase consisted of acetonitrile/water with the volume ratio
of (40 : 60). The mobile phase was degassed prior to use and
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delivered isocratic ally at a flow rate of 1mL/min through the
reverse-phase Fortis C18 column (150mm, 4.6mm, pore size
5μm; Fortis Technologies Ltd., Cheshire, UK), and a UV
detector at 227nm was used to monitor the column eluent.
For determining the LET and PTX concentration in the lipo-
somal formulations, a slight modification of the ultracentri-
fuge method of Yang et al. was applied [25]. An aliquot of
1mL of the formulation was mixed with 10mL of PBS
(pH7.4) and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10min at 25°C.
Then, centrifugation at 16000 rpm for 30min was performed
to precipitate 11mL of liposome supernatant, which was then
decanted and washed twice with PBS (pH7.4). The liposome
pellets were then dissolved with 6mL solvent and sonicated
for 10min for subsequent characterization. Collected sam-
ples were filtered through the 0.22μm PTFE syringe filters
prior to analysis.

The encapsulation efficiency (EE%) of the liposomal for-
mulation for each drug was calculated using the following
equation [26]:

EE %ð Þ = Wp

Ws
× 100, ð1Þ

where Wp is the amount of drugs in the liposome pellet and
Ws is the amount of drugs in the liposome suspension.

The release profile of liposomal formulation was studied
in vitro in PBS buffer (pH7.4) at the presence of 2% Tween
80. About 1mL of the liposomal formulation was tightly
sealed in a dialysis bag (MW cutoff 3.5 kDa) and immersed
in 10mL dialysis medium. The release study was performed
at 37°C in a shaker bath (100 rpm). At defined time intervals
(1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 h), an aliquot of 1mL sam-
ple was taken from the release medium followed by the
immediate supplementation of the equal volume of the fresh
medium. Controls containing free drug were prepared in the
amount equal to the amount of the drug contained in the
liposome and tested along with the liposomal dispersions.
Samples were filtered (pore size = 0:22μm) before being ana-
lysed by the above-mentioned HPLC method to determine
the LET and PTX content.

2.6. Release Kinetics Study. To analyse the in vitro release
patterns of both LET and PTX in coloaded form LET-
PTX-Lips, four drug release kinetic models, including zero-
order kinetic model, first-order kinetic order, Higuchi model,
and Korsmeyer-Peppas model, were used. The zero-order
kinetic model was the relationship between time and cumu-
lative % drug release, which could define the process of the
constant drug released from a drug delivery system, and the
drug level in the blood remained constant throughout the
delivery. Meanwhile, the first-order kinetic model was the
relationship of time and log cumulative % of drug remain-
ing. This model was applied to evaluate the concentration-
dependent manner of the drug release. The Higuchi model
was the relationship between the square root of time and
cumulative % drug release, which was used to identify whether
the prime mechanism of the drug release was a diffusion con-
trolled release mechanism or not. Finally, the Korsmeyer-
Peppas model was the relationship of time and log cumulative

% drug release which helped to understand the dissolution
mechanisms of the drugs from the matrix. Graphs of the
zero-order, first-order, Higuchi, and Korsmeyer-Peppas
models were drawn based on equations (2), (3), (4), and (5),
respectively, and Microsoft Excel, then the rate constant and
correlation values were obtained by applying a linear regres-
sion fit [27, 28].

C = k0t, ð2Þ

log 100 − Cð Þ = −
kf t

2:303 ,
ð3Þ

C = kH
ffiffi

t
p

, ð4Þ
C = kKtn, ð5Þ

where C is the cumulative % drug released at time t, k0 is the
zero-order rate constant, kf is the first-order rate constant,
kH is the Higuchi dissolution constant, kK is the Korsmeyer-
Peppas constant, and n is the exponent that describes a partic-
ular diffusion mechanism.

2.7. Cell Culture and Viability Test. The cells were grown in
DMEM/F-12 containing 10% FBS and 2% penicillin/strepto-
mycin (10,000U/mL penicillin and 10mg/mL streptomycin)
in humidified air with 5% CO2 at 37

°C. Cells were inoculated
in a 96-well plate with a density of 3 × 104 cells/well. After
24 h, cells were treated with reagents at a concentration of
10–100μg/mL of Lips and 1μg/mL of free LET, free LET-
PTX, LET-Lips, and LET-PTX-Lips for 24 h, then 20μL of
WST was added to each well and incubated for 4 h at 37°C.
Each plate was set to a microplate reader (IN Cell Analyzer
2500HS), and the absorbance values were measured at
450 nm. Results were expressed as cell viability (%) by using
equation (6). The cells, treated with medium, were consid-
ered as the control (100% viable).

Cell viability %ð Þ = absorbance at 450 nm for sample
absorbance at 450 nm for control × 100%:

ð6Þ

2.8. Statistical Analysis. Quantitative data were expressed as
mean ± standard deviation for n = 3. The statistical analysis
was performed using ANOVA followed by Student’s t-test
with p < 0:05 considered as statistically significant.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterizations of LET-PTX-Lips. The size and zeta
potential of a nanocarrier play important roles to properly
deliver drugs in the human body. Indeed, the best circulation
time in the bloodstream can be obtained with particle size in
between 100 and 200 nm, which are small enough to go
through the filtration of the spleen and selective uptake of
the liver [29, 30]. This size range allows nanoparticles to
focus more efficiently on tumours. Meanwhile, the zeta
potential is a good indicator to quantify the stability of
nanoparticles in physiological conditions. It was reported
that negative charges resulted in preventing fusion and
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aggregation and also reduced the phagocytosis [31, 32]. As
exposed in Figure 1(a), the DLS particle sizes of Lips, LET-
Lips, and the complex LET-PTX-Lips were 169:70 ± 0:32
nm, 216:20 ± 2:47 nm, and 193:10 ± 8:70 nm, respectively.
The particle size of the obtained liposomes increased due to
the increase of the hydrophobic drugs mainly residing in
the lipid phase, and this phenomenon has also been observed
in several previous studies. For instance, Sarfraz et al. showed
an increase in liposome size from 127 ± 11:14 nm with olea-
nolic acid loaded into lipid bilayer to 225:33 ± 28:02 nm
coencapsulated with doxorubicin [33]. Remarkably, the poly-
dispersity index of all prepared samples was less than 0.5,
indicating that the size repartition is quite homogeneously
distributed. Otherwise, as shown in Figure 1(b), the zeta
potentials of Lips, LET-Lips, and LET-PTX-Lips were −
69:20 ± 0:55mV, −54:50 ± 0:89mV, and −13:75 ± 4:41mV,
respectively. The drastic decrease in zeta potential of LET-
PTX-Lips (−13:75 ± 4:41mV) was significantly lower than
that of Lips (−69:20 ± 0:55mV), which suggested that the
stability of Lips has been reduced after codelivery of LET
and PTX.

The TEM image showed that Lips and LET-PTX-Lips
were spherical in terms of morphology, and the liposomal
system possessed the size range which fell into the
therapeutic-potential range (Figure 2). Moreover, no aggre-
gation or fusion of Lips and LET-PTX-Lips was found, all
of which were coherent with the DLS results. In light of these
results, LET and PTX taken together might be encapsulated
efficiently enough into Lips as spherical nanocarriers with
an operational circulation in the human bloodstream.

3.2. Stability of the Synthesized Soy Lecithin Liposomes. The
stability of Lips, LET-Lips, and LET-PTX-Lips was deter-
mined after a period of a week under 2-8°C conditions
(Figure 3). During the studied period, all of Lips, LET-Lips,
and LET-PTX-Lips presented similar effects with no signifi-
cant change occurring in their size and zeta potential. The size
of Lips increased to 172.70nm, while those values of LET-Lips
and LET-PTX-Lips bounded to 225.10nm and 201.50nm,
respectively, on the last day of storage (Figure 3(a)). Similar

trends happened on the zeta potential (Figure 3(b)) that the
absolute value was decreased slowly and yet still remained
negative after one week for all the samples (-67.43mV,
-50.21mV, and -12.22mV for Lips, LET-Lips and LET-PTX-
Lips, respectively). The stability of these liposomal formula-
tions was due to the constraint of the lipid hydrolysis rate
existing in the lipid bilayer at cold temperatures (2-8°C).
Moreover, at temperatures below 35°C, the lipid was in the
gel phase which maintained their molecular conformation as
well as the geometry of the lipid bilayer [14]. Therefore, Lips,
LET-Lips, and LET-PTX-Lips were proven to be stable under
the storing temperatures.

3.3. Drug Loading Efficiency and In Vitro Release Profiles. It
should be noted that when using lipid nanoparticles as drug
carriers, it is vital to determine and understand the drug that
can be loaded to the nanoparticles. In this study, EE of LET-
PTX-Lips was determined to be 31:13 ± 0:60% and 50:56 ±
1:91% for LET and PTX, respectively. The difference between
EE values of LET and PTX in Lips might be caused by their
molecular size and weight. PTX with the significantly higher
size and molecular weight could compete against LET and
occupy more space inside the lipid bilayer during synthesis
of LET-PTX-Lips. Besides, the lipophilic nature of the two
drugs lead to competition between them for the hydrophobic
space in the lipid bilayers during entrapment, as a similar
case described in Shavi et al. and Deniz et al., where higher
cholesterol concentrations lead to a decrease in the encapsu-
lation efficiency of ANA and celecoxib [34, 35]. Through
these results, EE of LET and PTX demonstrated the possibil-
ity of entrapping two drugs in the synthesized Lips with an
important percentage of encapsulated drugs.

As shown in Figure 4, the in vitro drug release was con-
ducted to analyse the behavior of LET, PTX, and LET-PTX
and the capacity of Lips to control drug release. From the
evaluation of results demonstrated in Figure 4, it can be
established that LET and PTX exhibited similar release pro-
files. The fast release of free LET and free PTX was observed
in 72h (LET, 90:05% ± 4:6%; PTX, 94:79% ± 4:5%) while the
late slow release is ascribed to the sustained release of the two
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Figure 1: (a) Size distribution and (b) zeta potential of Lips, LET-Lips, and LET-PTX-Lips.
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drugs from Lips. The cumulative release reached 31:70% ±
3:2% for LET and 53:29% ± 3:9% for PTX from Lips at
72 h. In other words, the release behavior of drugs from
loaded Lips was significantly slower than that of free drugs.
This was similar to the previous studies, which indicated that
the prepared Lips was shown to have a sustained release pro-
file which was consistent with most liposomal drug delivery
systems [36–38].

3.4. Kinetic Models of Drug Release. The release patterns of
LET and PTX from LET-PTX-Lips in Figure 4 were fitted
to the zero-order model, first-order model, Higuchi model,
and Korsmeyer-Peppas model to determine the highest cor-
relation with experimental results. The in vitro release study
was conducted in 72 h and showed about 31% and 53% of
the initial LET and PTX, respectively, were released. It was
reported that the first 60% of drug release was typically suffi-
cient for determining the best fit model of the drug release
[39]. Therefore, the release data of the system in 72 h was
used to fit to the four models. Table 1 lists the kinetic release
parameters and regression coefficients calculated from the
four kinetic models.

As seen in Table 1 and Figure 5, it was found that the
Higuchi and Korsmeyer-Peppas models showed a higher
degree of correlation coefficients (R2) than the two other

models. Therefore, the discussion of LET-PTX-Lips release
kinetics was focused on the Higuchi and Korsmeyer-Peppas
models. LET was released followed the equation y = 3:2513
x + 7:287 (R2 = 0:8355); meanwhile, PTX was released fol-
lowing the equation y = 5:8797x + 6:7726 (R2 = 0:9532).
These results suggested that LET and PTX released from
LET-PTX-Lips followed diffusion mechanism [40]. This is
reasonable because the Higuchi model describes the release
of active agents that are less solubly dispersed in homoge-
neous matrices and submitted to a diffusing medium with
the consideration of the dissolution of a lipophilic, homoge-
neous, and planar matrix [41]. Moreover, the Korsmeyer-
Peppas model, which was developed based on the Higuchi
model, is important to classify the possible release profile of
active agents in dosage forms [42]. The model Korsmeyer-
Peppas power law equation stated the type of diffusion based
on the slope values. Both the slope values of LET and PTX in
Korsmeyer-Peppas equations (n) were lower than 0.5 which
implies that the two drugs released from LET-PTX-Lips
may be modelled similar to a polymeric system undergoing
degradation [43, 44].

3.5. Cytotoxicity Assay. The cytotoxicity of the samples was
tested on MCF-7 cells via WST assay (Figure 6). For the
WST test of Lips, the cells were noticed to have entirely
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Figure 2: (a, c) TEM images at scale bar 200 nm and (b, d) particle size distribution of Lips and LET-PTX-Lips.
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normal morphology until the highest concentration of Lips
(100μg/mL). Lips showed over 80% cell viability with con-
centrations ranging from 10μg/mL to 100μg/mL, which
indicated a potential nanocarrier with great biocompatibility
in cancer treatment (Figure 6(b)). Also, the result of the WST

assay of Lips demonstrated that the cytotoxic effect seen with
drug-loading Lips was solely due to the drugs which were
released from the system. On the other hand, LET and
LET-PTX in free forms as well as LET and LET-PTX loaded
in Lips at the concentration of 1μg/mL of LET were treated
on MCF-7 cells to evaluate the contribution of PTX to the
anticancer efficacy of LET. Most cells were not damaged
when exposed to free LET; meanwhile, at the same concen-
tration of LET, free LET-PTX did not show the intact shape
of cells (Figure 6(a)). Investigated under a light microscope
with 20x objective lens, cells were either in the pyknosis state,
in which the nucleus shrunk and the cells’ content was con-
densed at the center or periphery, or in the karyorrhexis state,
in which the nucleus was disintegrated (data not shown),
indicating the progress of the intrinsic pathway of apoptosis.
A similar trend occurred when comparing the cell viability
between LET-Lips and LET-PTX-Lips samples: LET-Lips
gave about 85% of surviving cells versus LET-PTX-Lips
which gave about 78% of surviving cells (Figure 6(b)). These
results showed that PTX could contribute to the increased
efficacy of LET in both free forms and liposome-loaded
forms. It can be explained that the free drug was uptaken
by the cell via passive diffusion of a higher concentration
gradient, causing the immediate toxicity in cells [45], whilst
the drug loaded into the liposome was taken up via receptor-
mediated endocytosis, by which the liposome vesicle fuses
with the lysosome and ends up being digested. Additionally,
it could be observed that the Lips coencapsulation of LET
and PTX showed an obviously higher cell viability than the
drugs in free forms, which was explained by the slow release
that had been shown in an in vitro drug release study, indi-
cating that Lips potentiated the capability of controlling
drug release.

4. Conclusions

The formulation of drug delivery systems composed of Lips
encapsulating LET and PTX has been working fine using
the thin film hydration method. The resulting sample shows
in TEM images the spherical particle with a diameter around
193 nm, staying in the required range of 100-200nm. The
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Table 1: Rate constants and correlation coefficients of LET-PTX-
Lips obtained through the zero-order kinetic model, first-order
kinetic model, Higuchi model, and Korsmeyer-Peppas model.

Models LET PTX

Zero-order
k0 0.3247 0.6248

R2 0.6524 0.8431

First-order
kf 0.0018 0.0041

R2 0.6941 0.9047

Higuchi
kH 3.2513 5.8797

R2 0.8355 0.9532

Korsmeyer-Peppas
n 0.3116 0.3502

R2 0.8103 0.9495
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Figure 5: Release kinetics of Letrozole (solid circle) and Paclitaxel (solid square) from LET-PTX-Lips fitted to four kinetic models: (a) zero-
order kinetic model, (b) first-order kinetic model, (c) Higuchi model, and (d) Korsmeyer-Peppas model.
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Figure 6: (a) Images of MCF-7 cells incubated with (A) control, free LET, and free LET-PTX at a concentration of 1μg/mL of LET and (B)
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zeta potential results show particles negatively charged
making the LET-PTX-Lips complex a potential candidate
for in vivo drug release. HPLC results reveal EE of 31:13 ±
0:60% and 50:56 ± 1:91% for LET and PTX, respectively.
Moreover, the release profiles which followed the Higuchi
model prove the prolonged release of LET and PTX. The
WST assay indicated an obvious increase of the toxicity of
the complex compared to the single drug. After all these mea-
surements and results, it seems that the prepared LET-PTX-
Lips could be a potential drug delivery system with the goal of
treating cancer.
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